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Abstract
Graphs are a very expressive formalism for system modeling, especially when attributes are allowed.
Our research is mainly focused on the use of graphs for system veriﬁcation.
Up to now, there are two main diﬀerent approaches of modeling (typed) attributed graphs and
specifying their transformation. Here we report preliminary results of our investigation on a third
approach. In our approach we couple a graph to a data signature that consists of unary operations
only. Therefore, we transform arbitrary signatures into a structure comparable to what is called a
graph structure signature in the literature, and arbitrary algebras into the corresponding algebra
graph.
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1 Introduction
Representing (parts of) software systems (or their states) as graphs, has proven
to be a very powerful approach for specifying program structure and verifying
its behavior. In the Groove project [10] we aim at the use of graphs for verify-
ing object oriented systems. Since the state of such systems is determined on
basis of the occurring objects and the values of their attributes, it is necessary
to extend the Groove Tool to support the use of attributed graphs.
Although we want to stay as close as possible to currently available theory
about modeling attributed graphs and specifying their transformation [7,1,6],
1 The author is employed in the GROOVE project funded by the Dutch NWO (project
number 500.19205).
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we believe there is a simpler, more intuitive way of specifying attributed graph
transformations in the context of our tool. In our investigation we focus on
minimizing tool implementation eﬀorts and keeping transformation speciﬁca-
tion as straightforward as possible. This means that instead of both changing
the graphical representation of graphs in our tool (e.g. to more UML-like
structures as used in [11]) and extending the underlying tool engine to support
attribution, we combine the latter with introducing some notational conven-
tions.
In order to support graph attribution in our tool we need to introduce
data type signatures and couple those to ordinary graphs, as currently avail-
able. This coupling can be established by using special edges connecting nodes
from the graph-part to nodes from the data-part representing attribute values.
The diﬀerence with other approaches is that in our approach the data-part
is based on data type signatures consisting of unary operations only. There-
fore, we transform arbitrary signatures into a structure that is comparable to
what is called a graph structure signature in the literature [5] and arbitrary
algebras into the corresponding algebra graph. The algebra graph contains all
necessary information about the data types that are supported and provides
the semantics of the operations of each of the data types.
In this report we focus on how to model and transform attributed graphs
in our tool, instead of focusing on the transformation of data type signatures,
although some details of this transformation will be mentioned. In the future
we will work on a more precise functor speciﬁcation of this transformation in
order to specify the exact relation to other approaches.
This paper is structured as follows. First we give some deﬁnitions of con-
cepts used in the rest of this work and give some insight in how we transform
arbitrary signatures into the structure we prefer. Then we show how we model
attributed graphs and how we specify their transformation by means of a sim-
ple example. Thereafter, we list the advantages of our approach one by one.
We conclude with a short note on related work and some comments on the
restrictions of our approach.
2 Signature Structure and Attributed Graphs
In this section we deﬁne the notion of signatures and attributed graphs as they
are generally accepted. We also show how we transform arbitrary signatures
into signatures with unary operations only and how this is done for a small
example.
Traditionally (e.g. [4]), signatures are deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (signature) A signature SIG = 〈s1, . . . , sn; op1, . . . , opm〉
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consists of sorts si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and constant and operation symbols opj
(1 ≤ j ≤ m). 
We transform arbitrary signatures of the above form into signatures with
unary operations only (this structure is comparable to what is called graph
structure signature in [5]): the transformed signature SIG′ is given by
〈s1, . . . , sn, op
′
1, . . . , op
′
m; proj1 ,1 , . . . , proj1 ,a1+1 , . . . , projm,1 , . . . , projm,am+1 〉
such that op′j is the sort-counterpart of the original SIG-operation opj. When
opj(x1, . . . , xaj ) = r, projj,i projects op
′
j on its i
th component and projj,aj+1
projects op′j on its last component, being the result of opj (aj is the arity of
opj and 1 ≤ i ≤ aj).
Example 2.2 (integer algebra) In order to specify an integer algebra with
only the add-operation we start with the following signature:
SIGINT = 〈int; +〉,
where int is the set of integer values and + : int× int→ int.
In a SIGINT -algebra A the +-operation could then be partially speciﬁed
as + = {〈(1, 2), 3〉, 〈(2, 3), 5〉}.
The transformed signature SIGINT ′ then has the following structure:
SIGINT ′ = 〈int,+′;arg0,arg1,result〉,
where +′ : int× int× int is the sort representing the original +-operation
and the operations arg0, arg1, and result (all of type +′ → int) are
projections that correspond to the +′-sort.
In the SIGINT ′-algebra A′ the +′-sort would contain the tuples 〈1, 2, 3〉
and 〈2, 3, 5〉 and the projections would look as follows:
arg0(〈1, 2, 3〉) = 1 arg1(〈1, 2, 3〉) = 2 result(〈1, 2, 3〉) = 3
arg0(〈2, 3, 5〉) = 2 arg1(〈2, 3, 5〉) = 3 result(〈2, 3, 5〉) = 5

Attributed graphs generally consist of two parts: a graph-part and a data-
part.
Deﬁnition 2.3 (attributed graph) Consider a data signature DSIG =
〈S,OP 〉 with attribute value sorts S and a graph G = 〈V,E〉. An attributed
graph AG = 〈G,D〉 consists of a graph G and a DSIG-algebra D such that
unionmultis∈SDs ⊆ GV . 
When applying the described transformation to the data signature DSIG
from Deﬁnition 2.3, there exists a straightforward way of visually modeling the
transformation of (the data-part of) attributed graphs in which the constants
and operations are part of the algebra graph. The algebra operations to be
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applied are represented by nodes, labeled with the operation-symbols, being
connected to the operands on which they will be applied and the resulting
value.
The algebra graph can be looked upon as being a bipartite graph in which
the nodes representing the instances of the algebra operations (with arity > 0)
form one set and the nodes representing the constant data values form the
other disjoint set. Moreover, the edges of the algebra graph all have the same
direction, namely from the set of algebra operations to the set of constant
data values. Fig. 2.1 shows part of the algebra graph of the INTSIG′-algebra
A′ from Example 2.2 as a bipartite graph. The right subset contains the
instances of the algebra operations; the left subset contains the constant data
values. This bipartitioning property of the algebra graph will later on play
an important role when discussing the ﬁniteness of attributed graphs in our
approach.
Figure 2.1. Bipartitioning of the algebra graph.
3 Transformation Speciﬁcation
We have just explained how we model attributed graphs theoretically. In this
section we will explain how we model and transform attributed graphs in a vi-
sual way by means of an example, focusing on how to change attribute values.
The example, inspired by [5], is a graphical representation of method signa-
tures in which a method is identiﬁed by its name and its ordered parameters.
3.1 Attributed Graphs
In Groove the attribute values are each represented by a single node and the
names of the attributes are represented by the labels on the edges connecting
them to the graph-part. An example method signature can then look as shown
in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Graphical representation of the method signature add(x,y).
3.2 Changing Attribute Values
Specifying the transformation of attributed graphs basically consists of two
parts: specifying (1) graph-structure changes and (2) attribute value changes.
The ﬁrst part is performed by graph rewriting, while the second part involves
term graph rewriting [8]. Here we focus on the second part. Fig. 3.2 shows
a transformation rule, using the single pushout approach [3], which adds a
parameter to a method signature.
Figure 3.2. Rule application for adding a parameter to a method signature.
In this rule we specify how to add a new parameter to the method signa-
ture. 2 This involves the calculation of the new value of the nrOfPars-attribute
and the creation of a new parameter which gets this new value as its order-
attribute. The part of this rule that speciﬁes the attribute value change in this
rule consists of four nodes and three edges connecting them. One node repre-
sents the operation, two nodes represent the operands on which the operation
must be applied and one node represents the result. Note that two nodes in
2 In the given rule speciﬁcation we have left out the parts involving the creation of the
name-attribute because of implementation issues.
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the transformation rule (upper row in the ﬁgure) representing constant data
values are left unlabeled. The value of the unlabeled operand can be deter-
mined after matching the rule’s left-hand-side in the source graph. The result
of applying the algebra operation on the operands is then determined by the
algebra graph.
Note that we assume that the algebra elements (operations and constants)
are always present. Of course, this is practically not possible because this
would imply inﬁnitely large graphs. In a tool implementation this could be
resolved by only including those attribute-values of the algebra graph that are
directly reachable from the graph-part. Combining the facts that the graph-
part only refers to nodes from the algebra graph representing constant data
values and that those nodes do not have outgoing edges (remember the bipar-
titioning property of the algebra graph discussed in Sect. 2) then implies the
inclusion of a ﬁnite subgraph of the algebra graph in any attributed graph.
Another point of attention is the fact that constant data values are represented
by unique nodes. This becomes clear from the rule application part of Fig. 3.2
where the node representing the integer-value 1 is both the ﬁrst and second
operand of the +-operation. The uniqueness of algebra operations is deter-
mined by their operands, i.e. algebra operations having distinct operands are
represented by distinct nodes labeled with the operation symbol being con-
nected to the nodes representing the operands and the corresponding unique
result [8].
4 Advantages
We have shown how we transform arbitrary signatures in a signature structure
with unary operations only and how we use the latter to specify the transfor-
mation of attributed graphs. Here we discuss a number of advantages of this
approach, some of which are mainly related to tool implementation issues.
4.1 Variables
Normally, specifying the transformation of attributed graph requires the in-
troduction of a set of variables when changing data values. In that case the
transformation process involves activities such as assigning the actual value
of the attributes to those variables, calculating the new value by applying the
algebraic operation and assigning that new value to the original attribute. In
our approach we do not introduce such a set of variables. We, instead, re-use
ordinary rule nodes to stand for data values. When these nodes are matched
in the source-graph, we can easily obtain the data value it stands for. This
reduces the eﬀorts needed for implementing attribution support in our tool.
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4.2 Graphical Representation
The way we specify the transformation of attributed graphs graphically is
closely related to the underlying theory. The part of the transformation rule
shown in Fig. 3.2 that speciﬁes the attribute value change, could also be viewed
as being a hyperedge, having the nodes representing the constant data values
as its endpoints and the operation symbol as its label. The list of endpoints
then is an element of the sort corresponding to that operation. The labels
of each tentacle represent the corresponding projection functions. Since our
tool does not (yet) support hypergraphs, the algebra operation to be applied
is represented by a distinct node having one outgoing edge for each tentacle
of the corresponding hyperedge.
4.3 Changing Semantics
A third advantage of our approach is the separation of the use of algebra
operations in transformation rules and their semantics. Since the semantics of
the algebra operations are enclosed in the algebra graph, operation semantics
can be changed by changing the algebra graph, or better stated, by changing
the algebra from which the algebra graph is derived. Fortunately, this has no
eﬀect on the transformation rules themselves, because they do not refer to the
algebraic semantics of the used operations: the nodes representing the result
of applying algebra operations are left unlabeled. Actually, other approaches
may be using the same idea, but to our best knowledge this has never been
stated explicitly.
5 Conclusion
A number of approaches to transform attributed graphs have been developed
[7,6,5]. They all distinguish between the graph-part and the data-part of at-
tributed graphs, but describe diﬀerent ways of connecting these two parts to-
gether. In this report we focussed on how to specify attribute-value changes.
In the literature, two main diﬀerent approaches appear for this: relabeling
attribute-nodes (see e.g. [7,9]) and reconnecting graph-nodes to the new
attribute-nodes (see e.g. [6]). Our work is based on the second approach
and diﬀers from [6] in the way of specifying the actual attribute value change,
since we store the semantics of the algebra operations in, what we call, the
algebra graph by means of hyperedge-like structures. This way of model-
ing operation application is comparable to what is called a graph structure
signature in [5]. This graphical structure binds every operation to the corre-
sponding projection functions. In contrast to [5], our approach neither allows
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edge attribution nor typing.
Further work on this subject consists ﬁrstly of specifying the exact relation
between our way of modeling attributed graphs and the other approaches
(functor speciﬁcation) and secondly of ﬁnishing the implementation of the
tool concerning attribution support.
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